Micro continuous casting, which includes, for example, single-roll casting, twin-roll casting, and EFG, is a comprehensive casting method concept for high-performance material produced with rapid solidification. When a new material functionalized through micro continuous casting is industrially developed, the caster type generally differs between design (experimental) phases because of the discrepancy of the purpose in each design phase. In the present design method, experimental data is arranged as 'solidification structure map' with local field properties, solidification rates, and temperature gradients, as the dominant general parameters is assisted with the casting simulation of temperature and flow field without microstructure prediction. The present method could reduce the design steps necessary for conventional design, in which the fully empirical method has been adopted, because no solidification microstructure model can determine the structure for industrial accuracy for untested material composition or casting conditions.
Introduction
The solidification microstructure realized in cast material is a major concern in continuous caster designs, especially for highly functional material produced with rapid solidification. Microstructures are governed by material composition and casting conditions. Great efforts have been made to determine an accurate microstructure, such as microstructure type and grain size, during the caster design stage, i.e., before constructing an actual caster. Microstructure prediction using simulation could reduce such design efforts. In fact, microstructure prediction has already been used in actual design for less convective castings for well-studied composition, e.g., directional solidification of multi-crystalline highly pure silicon. In some microstructure predictions, local microscopic field properties, such as the solidification rate v m , are used as a controlled parameter that can decide the microstructure 1, 2) from the intuitively from the semi-empirical microstructure arrangements of Kurz and Fisher, 3) although their concern is mainly placed on the methodology of predicting accurate v m . Thus, little attention has been paid to directly indexing microstructures with specific v m , even in these relatively simple castings. For more convective casting, such as continuous casting, or for more complex material composition, indexing the microstructure is still a challenging problem because microstructure is affected by primary nucleation and local material composition-these elements vary by the material position according to segregation, which can be strongly affected by convection. The phase field model is a non-empirical approach that could possibly predict the effects on the solidification microstructure of these elements. Actually, this method is tentatively being applied to predict dendritic microstructures in weak convective melt. 4) However, the enormous computer resources necessary for this method makes it impossible to apply this to actual continuous casting that is accompanied by strong convection. 5) Cellular automaton 6 ) is a solidification model solving macro thermal fields and microstructure fields simultaneously. This method can be applied to predict microstructure fields in continuous castings. [7] [8] [9] However, microstructures have to be modeled analytically or empirically in this method; general quantitative microstructure modeling for specific material composition and specific casting conditions has yet to be established. Therefore, direct microstructure simulation cannot assert a structure accurately enough by the actual caster design alone; casting experiments are essential for the design, especially when the untested material is cast. Thus, the empirical approach has been thoroughly adopted in actual continuous caster designs concerning microstructure.
Although the casting simulation cannot predict microstructure for actual process design, casting simulation could assist process design by reducing the experiments necessary. In this context, the design methods are proposed in the industrial field. For example, Kimura proposed the method in which the simulated cooling rate CR is used for
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Nobuaki ITO 1, 2) and Koichi ANZAI 2) microstructure arrangement. 10) Meanwhile, Sakaguchi disclosed the method to predict the thickness of the chill layer with simulated CR and surface temperature gradient. 11) However, the governing parameters used in these methods lack scientific generality; these methods are only valid among small variations in casting conditions.
The authors name a series of casting methods, e.g., single-roll casting, twin-roll casting, and edge-defined filmfed, as "real micro continuous casting". These casting methods are highly convective and are often applied to new material production. Thus, the caster design for the micro continuous casting can be the object of the above simulation and aided empirical microstructure design. For this special casting object, we invented a new microstructure design method in which simulated microstructure-governing parameters could become simple and general by means of combining the casting experiments and the casting simulation without microstructure prediction. The present design method could reduce the caster design steps.
The outline of the following section is as below. In Chap. 2, the present design object-the "micro continuous casting"-is explained. In Chap. 3, the present design method for the caster, which could reduce the design steps drastically, is proposed. Examples are disclosed for the design step in Chap. 4.
Micro Continuous Casting
Various continuous castings can be classified with a strip (or ribbon) thickness and solidification rate as in Fig. 1 . We defined the hatched area in Fig. 1 as the "real micro continuous casting". This area includes three types of casting methods, as in Fig. 2 : non-free surface type, one side-free surface type, and the both side-free surface type. The typical casting methods corresponding to these types are twinroll casting, 12) single-roll casting, 13) and edge-defined filmfed growth (EFG), 14) respectively. Despite the variation of the included casting method, micro continuous casting has a common purpose (or orientation), as follows. The micro continuous casting orients toward a high solidification rate of more than approximately 10 Ϫ3 m/s; this will produce a high-performance material. The minimum boundary value of solidification rate v m in Fig. 1, 10 Ϫ3 m/s, corresponds to the condition with which v m dominates the solidification microstructure, as explained in Chap. 3. The micro continuous casting also orients itself toward high mass flow, which is more than about 10 Ϫ7 m 2 /s; this value is nearly that for conventional continuous casting in steelmaking plants, which is, of course, one of the most productive casting methods. High productivity can also be achieved in micro continuous casting. Therefore, micro continuous casting is summarized as a mass-producible casting method for highly functional material. Moreover, as for process technology, micro continuous castings have common characteristics (or difficulties). The melt in the solidification zone is small and rapidly exchanged; this brings about a sharp boundary layer and strong convection, which requires subtle dynamic casting control. The solid shell is often accompanied with free surfaces (for single-roll casting or EFG). Or, the solid shell can become largely deformed during solidification (for twin-roll casting). The solid shell tends to become unstable by these harsh conditions; thus, stabilizing techniques for solidification are essential in the solidification control of micro continuous casting. Therefore, from these similarities, the category of the "real micro continuous casting" is considered meaningful.
Unlike casting for structural material, the objective material for micro continuous casting is diverse, and the caster is relatively smaller for its productivity. Consequently, madeto-order casters for micro continuous casting are frequently constructed; and an efficient design method for casters is necessary.
Design Method
In this chapter, we propose a new method in caster design including solidification structure in order to develop new materials efficiently. In this method, a solidification structure in an untested casting condition can be predicted from experimental casting data for different casting conditions using a casting simulation.
In Sec. 3.1, the state of the industrial application of conventional casting simulation to caster design is simply surveyed. The difficulty of the direct prediction for solidification structure with casting simulation is explained. In Sec. 3.2, macro design flow in the present design method is explained comparing with the conventional design method. The major improvement in the present method is the ability of the solidification structure prediction for untested casting conditions. The novelty in the solidification structure prediction exists in the 'solidification structure map' which is introduced in the present design method. In Sec. 3.3, the concept and theoretical background of the 'solidification structure map', which is deduced from the data in preliminary experiments, is explained. The 'dominant general pa-© 2010 ISIJ rameter' for the solidification structure is the core issue for the 'solidification structure map', is also discussed. Only local thermal field properties, i.e. v m and G m , are the 'dominant general parameter' in the micro continuous casting; this make the 'solidification structure map' simpler and applicable to the solidification structure prediction. In Sec. 3.4, it is explained that accurate casting simulations are essential to acquire the 'dominant general parameter' from the preliminary experiments. In Sec. 3.5, the detail process of the present design method is explained on the basis of the discussion in the above sections.
Casting Simulation in Caster Design
Casting simulation is practically used in caster design as computer-aided engineering (CAE) especially in the field of melt flow dynamics and thermal analysis in mold casting or conventional steel continuous casting. However, some aspects of casting are unapplicable to the engineering design, yet; one of these aspects is, for example, solidification structure prediction. Solidification structure has been estimated only empirically in the caster design; this estimation is unapplicable especially in an untested casting condition. In the design for the micro continuous casting, prediction is still challenging theme not only for the solidification structure but also for dynamics and thermal analysis because the solidification is more rapid and unstable in the micro continuous casting. However, in this chapter, we claim that this solidification rapidness in the micro continuous casting allows predicting solidification structure for untested casting condition from experimental data for different casting condition using casting simulation.
Design Method Flow

Design Flow Category
When industrial casters for new material are to be designed, the following three design phases are usually undertaken.
Design Phase 1 aims to develop the optimum material composition and casting condition. In this phase, many casting experiments for different materials and casting conditions are necessary; for example: a simple and small caster, such as the planar flow caster (PFC), 13) which is one of the single-roll casters for easy experimentation. In this phase, the solidification method is unlimited in continuous casting; simpler methods, e.g., impact drop solidification 15) or the levitation technique, 16) can be applied. Design Phase 2 explores caster conditions so that the optimum condition corresponding to that in Design Phase 1 is realized using the same type of caster as in Design Phase 3. In Design Phase 2 and 3, the caster must be highly productive; twin-roll casters, melt drag casters, 17) or belt casters, 18) for example, are preferable. Operating conditions are thus adjusted to achieve maximum performance in actual commercial production casters in Design Phase 3. This phase is out of scope in the present work because the main technical concern in this phase is more know-how in individual operation condition than general theory.
As mentioned above, the caster type is generally different between Design Phase 1 and Design Phase 2 because of the discrepancy of the purpose in each design phase. This difference of caster type has caused problems in the conventional design method as explained below. Figure 3 shows the conventional caster design flow. Casting experiments are repeated using caster type A in Design Phase 1. The optimum conditions of material composition and macroscopic operating conditions (e.g., pouring temperature, casting roll speed or melt flow-out pressure) are determined for caster type A. In Design Phase 2, the caster type is changed to type B, which is the same type as that in Design Phase 3, i.e., an actual commercial production caster. For caster type B, the macroscopic operating conditions have to be set so that material is cast as in Design Phase 1 under the optimum macroscopic operation conditions for type A. However, at the beginning of Design Phase 2, the optimum macroscopic operating conditions for caster type B are unknown because no translation method exists for optimum macroscopic operating conditions between different types of casters. Thus, a very small caster of type B, e.g., the same productivity as in Design Phase 1, is first constructed to minimize the risk of the investor. After the bias of macroscopic operating conditions between type A and B are investigated, the caster is scaled up gradually in Design Phase 2. Consequently, many caster construction and related experiments are inevitable in Design Phase 2 using the conventional design method.
Conventional Design Method
Present Design Method
In order to reduce the above design steps, microscopic field properties that orient the common parameters among different types of casters are introduced in the present design method. This microscopic field property data, as a common parameter, is acquired through the experiments themselves; and such data is integrated to the solidification structure map, combined with experimental solidification microstructure data. In the information transfer of the optimum casting conditions among casters, the largest uncertainty lays on the solidification microstructure. Therefore, if the solidification microstructure can be determined with the corresponding specific common values of local field properties in any one caster, the optimum casting condition in Design Phase 2 will be apparent, even at the beginning of the phase, by means of the optimum field property condition in Design Phase 1. We found these microscopic field properties as a common parameter for the solidification mi-crostructure, as explained in the following section. Consequently, in the design procedure in the present method, the solidification structure mapping is placed before Design Phase 2, as in Fig. 4 . With the application of this map, a scaled-up version of caster type B can be constructed from the beginning in Design Phase 2; thus, ideally, an additional scale-up is unnecessary. The present method could reduce the caster design steps, especially in the scale-up experiment stage.
Solidification Structure Map
Arranging Method for Solidification Structure
Large efforts have been paid to develop arranging method of morphological solidification structure expressed with casting conditions. When a caster is unchangeable and material properties (both static and dynamic) are well studied, the solidification structure arrangement with macro casting condition such as casting speed or melt pouring temperature is applicable by means of many experiments performed in the caster. However, an actual caster does not exist at the point of designing a new caster which is used in untested casting conditions; there are only preliminary casting experimental data. Therefore, a generalization of preliminary casting experimental data is necessary to estimating the solidification structure in a new caster design. This generalization will be realized by finding dominant general parameters which govern the solidification structure independently on caster types. From a viewpoint of practicability, local field properties are desired for the dominant general parameters. Some of the dominant general parameters are found. In amorphous casting, for example, the occurrence of amorphous is plotted in CCT diagram; the trend of the transient cooling rate becomes a dominant general parameters.
10) Kurz and Fisher arranged multi-morphology with dominant general parameters, v m and G m .
3) However, none of the arranging method with dominant general parameters succeeded in quantitative prediction of solidification structure in untested casting condition. This is partially because the conventional arranging methods usually ignore some of the dominant general parameters necessary. Another reason is that an ordinary alloy casting requires too many dominant general parameters to thoroughly decide the concrete values of them beforehand for perfect arrangement of solidification structure. In following sections, we propose a 'solidification structure map' which can arrange the solidification structure quantitatively in micro continuous casting with theoretically reduced dominant general parameters.
Dominant General Parameter for Solidification Structure 1) Possible Dominant General Parameters
In the present design method, the problem is that which microscopic field properties should be adopted for the dominant general parameters describing solidification microstructure. For this argument, an analytical model for the dendrite tip growth is helpful. Although morphologies other than dendrites in micro continuous casting often consist of acquired dendrite, which is the typical solidification structure in micro continuous casting, diverse studies apply derived knowledge to other morphologies, such as those that are cellular. In most dendrite tip growth models, shape and size (spacing) of the dendrite arms, which are the essence of solidification morphology in dendrite, are expressed with a function of undercooled temperature DT l as a local field property. The original KGT 19) and LKT model 20) are popular analytical dendrite tip growth models for free dendrite growth in uniformly undercooled still liquids without flow. The undercooled temperature deduced from the original KGT and LKT model is expressed as follows. 33 )
Therefore, DT l is expressed only with a function of v m and C tip /C 0 as the dominant general parameters for the solidification structure. However, liquid does not still in present castings, unlike in the above assumption in the LGK and LKT model. Liquid flow sometimes affects the solidification morphology. Beckermann et al. 4) reported a significant flow effect on the free dendrite growth in undercooled liquid in uniform velocity fields by means of phase field simulation. In their results, the dendrite tip growth speed increased according to the flow speed increase. Although the general effect of the flow on the dendrite arm spacing remained undiscovered (dendrite arm spacing can both increase or decrease by flow intensity; this depends on material composition), 5) the essence of the flow effect on solidification promotes heat removal and condensed material composition from the solidification front through convection. Saville and Beaghton 21) and Li and Beckermann 22) proposed analytical dendrite tip growth models based on the KGT-type model considering the convection effect; the calculation result of these models are qualitatively coincident with that of the phase field model 4) in the same solidification system. In these analytical models, flow speed vel is added to the dominant general parameters for the solidification structure in Eq. (1), as follows.
Apart from the above dendrite structure theory, CET theory, 39) which describe the mode change of the solidification structure, shows the effect of local temperature gradient G m on the solidification structure.
Therefore, possible dominant general parameters are v m , vel, C tip /C 0 and G m . If vel or C tip /C 0 is included in the dominant general parameters, the solidification structure arrangement will lacks usefulness in the solidification structure prediction because these field properties distribute in the solidification zone by local advection and macro segregation; the data of theses field properties can hardly be arranged from the preliminary experiments because C tip /C 0 , for example, is affected by many field properties including v m and vel. On the contrary, local value of v m and G m can be decided easier in the preliminary experiments because only temperature field data is necessary for these field properties; these field properties are desirable for dominant general parameters. However, local advection and macro segregation are inevitable in ordinary alloy casting; vel and C tip /C 0 usually affect on the solidification structure. Therefore, for ordinary casting, the morphological boundary values defined with the dominant general parameters are rather fuzzy for the industrial design in the conventional solidification structure arranging methods. On the other hand, for micro continuous casting, the dominant general property for the solidification structure has been paid little attention. We are to discuss it as follows to claim that the morphological boundary could be decided quantitatively in micro continuous casting.
2) Verdict on v m and vel
The discussion concerning the general effect of convection on the dendrite morphology in micro continuous casting is difficult. Because both v m and vel are larger in micro continuous casting than ordinary casting, it is difficult to predict which field property is more dominant a-priori. However, most experimental data in a-priori lacks information concerning the set of morphology and field properties, such as temperature history, while objective material for apriori is too diverse to be thoroughly investigated. On the other hand, phase field simulation is still inadaptable under a strong convective field, as in actual continuous castings. 5) Therefore, in order to estimate the convection effect on the solidification morphology in a-priori, we adopted the effective segregation coefficient k eff instead of the direct morphological investigation of cast material. From the one-dimensional analytical theory on the segregation in directional solidification of uniform density mixed liquid, the effective segregation coefficients is expressed with the function of (equilibrium) segregation coefficient k eq .
The effective segregation coefficient k eff is expressed as follows, on the assumption of a conduction-governing system. Under perfect conduction-governing, one-dimensional solidification systems, as assumed in the formulation of Eq. (3), v m d is constant; k eff is independent from v m . For convenience in application of Eq. (3) to the actual casting process, 24) the relation of Eq. (3) tends to be assumed to be extended to multi-dimensional, partially convective solidification; k eff becomes dependent on v m by way of d, which is given from the experimental data. As mentioned above, convection effect on solidification morphology promotes heat removal and condensed material composition from the solidification front; that is, convection lessens the value of d. Therefore, D/u m and d can be parameters for the relative convection effect intensity. Both D/u m and d has a dimension of [m] ; D/u m expresses a boundary layer thickness induced by solidification front progress, and d expresses a boundary layer thickness induced by convection. When d is much smaller than D/u m , the solidification is judged to be a convection-dominant system; significant macrosegregation occurs according to Eq. (3). On the contrary, when d is not larger than D/u m , the convection effect is considered to be relatively small. In this case, k eff becomes 1 from Eq. (3); no macrosegregation occurs during solidification. Consequently, experimental k eff can be used as an actual parameter for convection efficiency on solidification.
Equation (3) is valid for one dimensional system and can be applied to a smooth surface in multi-dimensional system. Therefore, Eq. (3) can be applied to the top part of the cellular solidification structure or first dendrite arm tip, where solidification front faces to open liquid zone; theses solidification structure is popular in the micro continuous casting. For the solidification front in the complicated geometry such as higher order dendrite arm tip, following effective mass diffusive coefficient D eff is introduced to Eq. 
...(4)
In this case, boundary layer thickness d is defined with the surface averaged elemental density distribution in the direction of the first dendrite arm axis in mushy zone and the density difference between that at the control surface and that at the open liquid zone above mushy. Figure 5 shows the dependence of k eff on v m in various continuous casting experiments, including micro continuous casting for lager v m castings. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] In this figure, k eff becomes 1 for a v m larger than 10 Ϫ3 m/s, which is the lower limit value of v m for micro continuous casting, as defined in the previous section. Macrosegregation is suppressed in this area; that is, v m /D affects the solidification morphology dominantly more than convection does in a larger v m area. Although the survey in Fig. 5 is covered with only minor variations in casting conditions, it can be concluded that velocity is not the dominant parameter for undercooled tem-© 2010 ISIJ The solidification rate v m is the only dominant general parameter for dendrite tip growth concerning field properties in micro continuous casting. Therefore, v m is a dominant general parameter for the general solidification structure in the micro continuous casting; vel is not a dominant general parameter.
3) Verdict on C tip /C 0 As discussed in above verdict on vel, macro segregation does not occur in the micro continuous casting. Consequently, local C tip /C 0 is expected to keep constant value in the solidification zone for the same initial casting condition. Therefore, C tip /C 0 is not a dominant general parameter for the solidification structure in the micro continuous casting.
4) Verdict on G m
Above discussion is valid for cellular dendritic structure. In actual micro continuous casting, the morphological structure mode varies with the v m change, e.g., the formation of cellular dendritic structures to equiaxed dendritic structures (i.e. CET phenomena). Kurz and Fisher qualitatively explained theses structural mode changes with temperature gradients during solidification G m , other than using v m .
3) The physical meaning of introducing G m to classification of solidification structure is to be explained. The mechanism of structure change from cellular dendrite to equiaxed dendrite is well studied in CET theory 39) ; this theory explained the CET is governed thorough the competition of the crystal growth rate between cellular dendrite and equiaxed dendrite at a concerned liquid position. The uniform nucleation, which is essential for equiaxed dendrite growth, could occur at any undercooled liquid point; however, relatively high undercooled temperature or large undercooled liquid zone is necessary for the steady crystal growth. On the contrary, less undercooled temperature is required for crystal growth at an existing cellular dendrite arm tip, which is a non-uniform nucleation site; however, solidification will not occur at the concerned liquid position until the existing cellular dendrite arm tip reach there. Larger G m on the existing cellular dendrite arm tip reduces the undercooled liquid zone thickness; thus, larger G m suppresses the uniform nucleation (i.e., equiaxed dendrite growth). Moreover, during solidification, G m could be set independently from v m (e.g., this can be achieved easily with a Bridgman type caster). Therefore, G m is a dominant general parameter for solidification structure in the micro continuous casting, in which G m is generally very large but exuiaxed structure is sometimes observed.
5) Conclusion
Consequently, the solidification structure is arranged with two dominant general parameters, v m and G m . As mentioned above, in micro continuous casting, (a) local composition is unchangeable, (b) the grain coarseness is governed by v m , and (c) the mode of the solidification structure is described with v m and G m .
Present Solidification Structure Map
In order to arrange the solidification structure with v m and G m , we follow the diagram presented by Kurz and Fisher as in Fig. 6 . 3) We call this diagram the 'solidification structure map'. In the original Kurz-Fisher diagram, morphological sections just indicate macro tendencies because the effects of vel and C tip /C 0 are not considered. However, the morphological section in the present 'solidification structure map' means the actual solidification structure corresponding to the quantitative v m and G m values because the solidification structure is free from the effects of vel and C tip /C 0 in the micro continuous casting as explained above.
Therefore, we apply this 'solidification structure map' to define the absolute solidification structure among a variety of caster types and casting methods. Furthermore, the amorphous structure zone at the extremely high cooling rate area in Fig. 6 is added by the authors from their intuition concerning amorphous formation technology. Needless to say, this map is only valid for specific initial material compositions in micro continuous casting.
Necessity of Casting Simulation
If v m and G m are acquired directly in the casting experiment, solidification structure mapping can be established only through measured experiment data. However, many problems exist concerning the measurement of micro continuous casting, such as the following.
© 2010 ISIJ 1) Measurement is difficult for extremely rapid and small solidification phenomena, such as that found in micro continuous casting. Typical temperature histories by rapid measurements and by simulation are plotted together in Fig. 7 for single-roll casting. 13, [30] [31] [32] As a typical temperature sensor, thermo-couples or pyrometers are used in these measurements. The time resolution of these sensors is usually more than 10 Ϫ4 -10 Ϫ3 s. (State of the art, particularly high response-type pyrometers can achieve 10 Ϫ6 s of resolution, while the application of this sensor is limited in casting measurement because the technique for calibration and removing noise is still in a developing stage.) On the contrary, required time resolution for, e.g., PFC, is estimated to be up to 10 Ϫ8 s by means of simulation, which is superior to the ability of ordinary rapid temperature sensors.
2) No technique has been developed for measuring the interior of the small liquid zone during casting. Consequently, only temperature information is acquired on the surface of the melt. Takada 13) reported that temperature difference between local temperature and initial temperature tends to become more than 10 times in an interior point near the substrate compared with upper surfaces at the same vertical cross section. Therefore, measured surface temperature could not represent the temperature in the vertical cross section.
3) No technique has been developed for measuring liquid flow in the small melt zone during casting. Because of the strong convection, recirculation often occurs in the melt of micro continuous casting. When the measured surface temperature partially increases in the casting direction, there are two possibilities: undercooled melt is heated with recalescence in the downstream, or hot melt is conveyed with recirculation to the reverse casting direction. These two interpretations are totally different phenomena when compared to each other. However, it is impossible to decide which interpretation is more plausible without flow information. 4) Due to the nature of Design Phase 2, there is no experimental data for Design Phase 2 in advance because the actual caster does not yet exist in the design phase.
Therefore, microscopic field properties v m and G m have to be acquired indirectly through casting simulation.
Concrete Procedure of the Present Design Method
A possible concrete procedure of the present design method, which is based on the 'solidification structure map' and casting simulations discussed in the above sections, is to be explained in this section.
Design Phase 1
In Design Phase 1, the solidification structure map is established through the data gained from a multitude of casting experiments, which is converted to the local field properties v m and G m by means of casting simulation. The concrete procedure is shown in Fig. 8 and explained as follows. Each experiment is reproduced through casting simulation with macroscopic operating conditions and online measured data, such as melt surface temperature, as a boundary condition. Material morphological data, which is acquired from (photographic) analysis after casting, can also be used in casting simulation as a thermo-mechanical condition (e.g., the solidification structure is crystalline or amorphous). In casting simulation, actually, no prediction for the solidification structure is necessary; only thermo-fluid dynamics simulation is performed. After the simulation, simulated macroscopic operating parameters, such as ribbon thickness, is compared with experimental ones. If the difference between the experimental and simulated is out of a prescribed allowable range, fitting parameters in the casting simulation, if any, are changed and simulation is retried for this case. When the simulation passes this check, the v m and G m field properties can be calculated anywhere in the simulated field. On the solidification structure map, experimental morphological information for a specific point in the material could be combined with the v m and G m field properties at the corresponding point in the simulated area.
Design Phase 2
In Design Phase 2, assumed casting machines or methods, which are different from that in Design Phase 1, are simulated to determine the local solidification structure. The information concerning the solidification structure for these assumptions lacks at the beginning of the casting design; however, the assumptions are corrected during repeated simulations comparing the solidification structure map derived from Design Phase 1, as in Fig. 9 . Because there is no structure prediction model in the present casting simulation, solidification structure modes have to be assumed before simulation. After the simulation, simulated local v m and G m can be acquired, with which a plausible solidification structure at the point is determined in the solidification structure map. The assumed solidification structure mode in simulation is checked, comparing it with the above determined structure from the solidification structure map; if the structural mode differs from each other, casting simulation is repeated with the corrected assumption for the structural mode. When the structural mode matches the assumption in the simulation and structure map, the caster designer should judge if this solidification structure is preferable for the product material; if not, the caster type or solidification method should be changed and the simulation repeated until a preferable condition is satisfied.
Examples
In this chapter, we show examples of the present design method for micro continuous casters. We also estimate the sensitivity of the casting simulation model error in casting simulation to the solidification structure mapping accuracy. For this purpose, two casting simulations were performed in the design phase 1; solidification model accuracy is different in these simulations each other, i.e. 'accurate solidification model' and 'ordinary solidification model'. The calculation results of the solidification structure map with these two simulations were compared; with this approach, the above sensitivity can be estimated. The discontinuous multi-zone model. 35) was used for the 'accurate solidification model', and VOF model, which is classified in the single-zone model, in FLUENT 6.3 36) was applied for the 'ordinary solidification model'. Because model detail and model accuracy for theses solidification model were well discussed in the previous paper, 35) we do not repeat here. We do not discuss possibility of improving accuracy in the single-zone model, either. We chose this single zone model just as a representation of the ordinary art which is widely used; only the difference of accuracy between models is important in this chapter.
Example of an Integrated Casting Design Process
Two single-roll casting experiments for Fe 81 B 12 Si 7 C 1 alloy were performed for the first design phase; each case is to be called "rapid casting" and "slow casting", respectively. In these cases, cooling conditions were different from each other. These experiments were simulated to construct the solidification structure map. After, numerical simulations supposing twin-roll casting as the process for mass production for the second design phase were performed. The estimated plots from each calculation result on the solidification structure map were judged if a preferable thermal history, which allows for the casting condition that could be adopted for the actual process, was satisfied.
Design Phase 1 4.2.1. Calculation Conditions
Two types of solidification models were applied to each calculation case for the first design phase, i.e., the present solidification models ('accurate model') and VOF model in is lower by one order in 'slow casting' than 'rapid casting'.
Results
The solidification map with a simulated iso-enthalpy growth rate and local enthalpy gradient is shown in Fig.  11(a) (with the 'accurate model') and b (with the 'ordinary model'), respectively. In these figures, iso-enthalpy growth rate correspond to v m and local enthalpy gradient correspond to G m because no apparent S.F. is defined in the amorphous casting; the enthalpy at, for example, the equilibrium solidus temperature is used for the reference in solidification. One can draw a morphological boundary curve in Fig. 11 so that this boundary curve lies between the calculated plots corresponding to the observed perfect amorphous structure and that for imperfect (crystal-mixed) amorphous structure. The option of this boundary curve position could be reduced by additional experiments in the design phase 1. In this section, we emphasize that no one can draw a common boundary curve for the plots with 'accurate model' and 'ordinary model. The difference of ribbon thickness between the simulated and experimental version is 5 % for the 'accurate model' and 25 % for the 'ordinary model'; only the 'accurate model' is inside uncertainty of the experiment. The shape and boundary value of the solidification map seems to be affected significantly with the solidification model accuracy.
Design Phase 2 4.3.1. Calculation Conditions
Two twin-roll casting simulations, plan 1 and plan 2, were performed for the second design phase; each simulation corresponded to a different plan for the process of mass production, respectively.
(1) Schematic of the Process Plan 1 and plan 2 of the mass-production process are illustrated in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) , respectively. Twin-roll casting for rapid solidification allows only narrow casting condition in general. That is, solid shell should grow more than half roll gap width at exit of the roll gap because rapid solidification is only possible during solid shell contacting the cooling roll. On the other hand, excess part of solid shell (i.e., the shell part thicker than half roll gap width) at exit of roll gap is undesired because the excess shell part has to be eliminated with tolerable rolling by the cooling rolls. Therefore, the solid shell thickness should be just half roll gap width at exit of the roll gap. This casting condition can be achieved with the proper the casting condition sets of the cooling roll diameter (curvature), the melt pool depth, and the cooling roll speed. The proper casting conditions of the melt pool depth and the cooling roll speed were explored by means of the casting simulation applying the 'accurate solidification model' assuming typical cooling roll geometries. For the typical cooling roll geometries, plan 1 (small cooling roll condition) and plan 2 (large cooling roll condition) were selected in this example.
(2) Casting Model Apparatus
The method for the present model, including the discontinuous multi-zone solidification model with a sharp solidification front, is the same as that reported in Ito.
34) (3) Material Properties and Other Parameters
The same material properties as in the first design phase were adopted, assuming that the initial microstructure is amorphous. The representative simulated v m and G m are all in the amorphous area in the solidification structure map derived in Design Phase 1 with the present solidification model, as in Fig. 13 . Therefore, an amorphous structure is expected in both plans. The locations of the data plots of plan 2 are closer to the morphological boundary; plan 1 is estimated © 2010 ISIJ Fig. 11 . Solidification structure map (design phase 1). Fig. 12 . Schematic of the geometry for simulation in design phase 2.
to have a more stable amorphous-producing casting method than plan 2. Two very rough estimations of CR from the rapid cooling experiments including twin-roll casting performed by Oh et al. 38) using the relation of CRϭv m G m . for similar Fe-B-Si alloy are plotted as broken lines in the same figure. The broken line just under the present morphological boundary was reported to correspond to structure of amorphous which includes small crystalline fractions. The lower broken line (i.e., cast in smaller CR condition) corresponds to perfect crystalline structure. 38) Considering that the present morphological boundary is defined at the boundary where crystalline fractions disappear from amorphous texture, theses experimental results consist with the present morphological classification for this Fe-B-Si alloy.
Conclusion
(1) In micro continuous casting, the composition and cooling history of a material can define its unique solidification structure.
(2) The solidification structure can be universally mapped with microscopic field properties simulated on the experimental boundary conditions; this map could reduce the design steps necessary for casters.
(3) Simulation accuracy affects the boundaries in the solidification structure map. 
